we like V 8 ...
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V8 Rose Pink

V8 Uptown Blue

V8 Crystal White

we like it

colourful
The Luxura V 8 has a dazzling design that illuminates from
the beautiful top to bottom. The smooth, high quality
ﬁnishing –with no visible fastening materials emphasizes
it’s stylish appearance.

The Luxura V8 includes the special Ambient FlowLight
that brightens up the room with an inviting carousel of
light, with one colour seamlessly ﬂowing into the next.
Alternatively, you can select a single colour tint so the
V8 perfectly matches the cabin, salon or mood. Ambient
FlowLight accents the elegant design thanks to the V-shape
of the doors and the accent lines along the bottom of the
doors. Moreover, through use of a light element beneath the
unit, it provides a visual ‘ﬂoating’ eﬀect. Inside the cabin
the Ambient FlowLight Panel creates a relaxing atmosphere
between and during the tanning sessions.

ambient

To top things oﬀ, you

The Luxura V 8 has two space saving doors which

choose a unique walnut

can be opened light and eﬀortlessly. At the

handle to add even more

inside the comfortable non-skid ﬂoor ensures a

elegance and luxury

secure stand.

wellness. This fashionable
handle suits every colour

For those who ﬁnd it uncomfortable to enjoy a

perfectly!

tanning session with closed doors: the clever
design of the V 8 makes it possible to leave the
doors a chink, half or even completely open
while tanning.
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favourite sounds
The Luxura V 8 knows how personal tanning can get. With its quality SoundAround Plus
system, including My MP3 and bluetooth connection, tanners instantly play their own music
favourites, while the solid holder on the Ambient FlowLight panel holds their smartphone
or tablet. SoundAround Plus also oﬀers a subwoofer, two speakers, friendly SmartVoice as a
guide through the various functions, four external radio channels and two internal SD card
channels with pre-programmed, royalty free relaxing and energetic music or to program your
own playlist.

other sound options to choose:
Besides the impressive SoundAround system you can select one out of the other audio options:
˜ Speakers
˜ My MP3 audio system including MP3 connection for personal playlists, one studio channel
and two speakers
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display
Discover the state-of-the-art Ambient FlowLight panel incl.
smart touch control and see how easy tanning preferences
are managed.
˜ Unique design, enlightened trendy graphics and Ambient
FlowLight
˜ Clear icons for all the settings
˜ Intuitive navigation through smart touch control,
well protected by the acrylic sheet

more highlights:
A special ventilation system -adjustable in three steps
creates the most pleasant temperature while tanning.
A perfect airﬂow surrounds the body and gives the tanning
session a comfortable temperature, extra comfort and the
perfect head-to-toe fabulous tan! For an overall sense of
well-being choose the optional wellness features:
˜ Qsens with 2 nozzles for a refreshing cool mist on the
body at intervals during the tanning session
˜ Xsens aroma system, diﬀusing diﬀerent delightful
scents: Ocean, Blossom or Sandelwood
˜ Eco-Power: this energy saving solution comes with
electronic ballasts that safe 15% energy use! Another
advantage: Eco-Power enlightens the tubes at once,
to kick-start the tanning session

Crystal White

Rose Pink

Uptown Blue

1960 mm

2350 mm

1280 mm

1500 mm

1260 mm

easy maintenance
Maintenance and service can be carried out easily.
By removing the Ambient FlowLight panel inside the V 8 you
have access to all electronic components.
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2
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1] On the outside, dust ﬁlters are cleaned and replaced quickly. In

The acrylics are simple to remove as well, thanks to the

addition, 2] the Qsens jerrycan and 3] Xsens cartridge are placed

unique aluminium click system for easy maintenance like

outside the vertical tanning bed in a secured unit for quick replacement.

cleaning acrylics or replacing tubes.

Xsens en Qsens are optional features

we like clever solutions
1500 mm

option on this vertical
tanning bed is the
changing room.
Attached to the V 8 it
instantly creates a solid
stand alone tanning unit
just about everywhere!
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features

ambient

standard

optional

˜ XL light Ecopower

š Wooden handle

˜ Ambient FlowLight for doors, eyeliners and ﬂoor

š Xsens2

˜ Ambient FlowLight panel incl. smart touch control

š Qsens

˜ Digital timer

š Loudspeakers

˜ 3 steps adjustable body cooler

š My MP33

˜ Standby inside lighting

š SoundAround Plus4

˜ Eco Power1

š Changing room

˜ Dust ﬁlters

š Glamour Edition

˜ Internal timer
˜ Connection for external timer
˜ 1 hour counter non-resetable
˜ 1 hour counter resetable

The electronic ballasts that safe 15% energy use!
Only in combination with Qsens.
3 Including MP3/smartphone connection, 1 external music channel and 2 loudspeakers.
4 Including MP3/smartphone connection, Bluetooth, SmartVoice, 4 external music channels, 2 loudspeakers,

1
2

subwoofer and SD cars for 2 internal music channels (relax music, energetic music or program your own music).

2291 mm

An additional clever

1280 mm

2563 mm

1317 mm
1260 mm

SENS
SENS
Wellness tanning for all the
senses. Whenever a pleasant
atmosphere in the tanning
tunnel is desired, Xsens will
distribute a wonderful scent
throughout the interior
of the Luxura. It’s like a
breath of fresh air in the
fragrances Ocean, Blossom or
Sandelwood. Choose between
Xsens I (one fragrance for
your Luxura) and Xsens III
(three fragrances).

SENS
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Naturally refreshing.
A wonderful, gentle mist is
sprayed across the body at
intervals.
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Pump up the volume. Via two
loudspeakers and a subwoofer,
the Luxura will turn any type
of music from up to four
diﬀerent music channels into a
fabulous sound show. My MP3,
Bluetooth, SmartVoice and SD
cards for two internal music
channels are included.

In addition to SoundAround
Basic Sound Around Plus
includes SD cards providing
two extra internal music
channels (relax music,
energetic music or program
your own music).

This positioning extra
ensures an optimum tanning
performance, because it will
locate small and mediumsized users correctly to the
tubes. Therefore, both the face
and the feet will be perfectly
positioned during the tanning
session (for V 10 only).

High Power System:
a special ﬁlter for the SLi
facial tanner. For more
eﬃciency, direct pigmentation,
and a visual mirror eﬀect.
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In addition to the four optional
music channels from the
SoundAround package, the
user may plug in his own MP3
player, in order to enjoy his
own favourite sounds.

A friendly voice will guide
the user acoustically through
the diﬀerent functions. It
will describe all possibilities,
turning the tanning session
into a veritable miniature
holiday.

ambient

The smart Bluetooth system
allows tanners to easily
connect their own smartphone
or small tablet to the sound
system for great audio
experiences. This way they
can instantly play their own
music while tanning. No cables
needed - simply play & tan.

This Intelligent Power Control
System guarantees, during
the entire lifecycle of the
tubes, an optimal output of
0,3 W/m 2 in conformance
with the EU regulation. IP
Control achieves a tube
lifecycle of 1500 hours! Energy
consumption of the tubes will
reduce up to 25%
(for V 10 only).
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The XL tubes, which have a
length of two metres, ensure
an even, all-over tan.

The fading colour ﬂow with
a nearly inexhaustible range
of colours provides an extra
sense of atmosphere.

The electronic ballasts
– integrated as standard –
ensure energy savings of at
least 15% (for V 8 only).
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